Pokhara University
Service Commission
Curriculum for Lecturer Level Examination

Full marks: 75  Pass marks: 37.5

Part: One

1st Paper: marks: 40  Time: 2.15 hr.

1. Knowledge of the related /concerned subject matter [40]
   Master level courses and recent trend based, 8-8 marks two questions
   and 6-6 marks four questions.

Part: Two

2nd Paper: marks: 35  Time: 1.45 hr.

2. Knowledge about related curriculum [10]
   Current Bachelors, Masters and M.Phil level curriculum structure, strengths,
   weaknesses and improvement related, 10 marks one question or 5-5 marks questions.

3. Teaching and research methodology [10]
   a. Teaching Methods: Knowledge of teaching skill, method of teaching,
      preparation of lesson plan, work plan, action plan one question 5 marks.
   b. Research Method: Proposal writing for research and seminar related,
      5 mark one question.

4. Subject related problems and solutions [10]
   Related subject’s academic problems and measures to address the problems,
   10 mark one question.

5. Issues about higher education of Nepal [5]
   Issues about higher education of Nepal and role of Pokhara University,
   5 mark one question.

Note:
1. All questions are compulsory.
2. All questions will be in English and Candidates are required to answer the
   questions in English.